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MULTILINGUAL CERN - A PROPOSALMy proposal for a language policy for CERN communication is based on interviews, done with people inside and outside CERN, and research based on official documents.



THE CERN CONVENTION

• “Done at Paris, this first day of July, 1953, in the 
English and French languages, both texts being 
equally authoritative, in a single original…deposit in 
the archives of the UNESCO…”
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Due to the Convention, signed in 1953, French and English seem to be the 2 official languages at CERN. However, there isn’t a “law” or anything like that, that only these two languages are allowed. The foundation is the document, that is written in these two language:“Done at Paris, ….”
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It is widely believed that, following the CERN convention, all communication is bilingual.However, is CERN really bilingual?Is there a need for more languages?How does CERN handle translations today?How many languages would make sense?What should be translated?And I had a glance at other Organizations…



BILINGUALISM?

1 ⇒⇒⇒⇒ Gap between Physicists (EN) and 
Technicians / Secretaries / Fire Department (FR)

3 ⇒⇒⇒⇒ Council Session (English, French, 
German; since 1978)

Technicians / Secretaries / Fire Department (FR)

? ⇒⇒⇒⇒ Outreach / Communication: Variety 
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Some examples of not having bilingualism: During the quarterly Council Week we have 3 official and translated languages: English, French and since 1978 German. Inside CERN we often find only 1 language: creating  a gap specially between the EN speaking scientists and FR speaking technicians. The Fire Department for example is currently including 11 nationalities, but all meetings and official documents are produced in French.Looking at Outreach and corporate Communication we have a big variety of languages



DEPARTMENT SITES IN ENGLISH
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Almost all Department Sites are exclusively in English (except HR) . 



EXPERIMENTAL SITES IN ENGLISH
http://aliceinfo.cern.ch/Public/Welcome.html

FAKE!
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All Experimental Sites are in English. The French “button” here is a fake – the pages stay in English. 



LANGUAGE JUNGLE FOR OUTREACH
Catalan, Norwegian

No French

Translations are done on request, 
usually by CERN physicists in addition to their jobs,
by the ECCPN or by volunteers…
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Today it is been CERN’s policy to offering public communication materials in English and French. Written translations in other languages are usually voluntary, unpaid and sporadic. These translations are normally done by CERN physicists in addition to their jobs, by you – the EPPCN – or by other volunteers on their spare time.Looking at brochures for example we have a randomized variety for languages. Some are even not in French, others in Norwegian or Catalan.



CERNland
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The German translation of CERNland for example was done by Kirsten Eppard, a mother and former CERN-student and -guide, because she wanted it for her children. She did it on her own time.



http://cern.ch/public-old/

• Tiny part of old cern.ch in German
• Educational program in Spanish
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For a short period of time (2006 – 2008) there was a German translation of a tiny part of CERN web pages. Although just a few pages had been translated there was a German “button” on the site next to French and English. A group of German CERN physicists had translated these few pages on their spare time. Following the small re-launch of cern.ch at the beginning of 2008 the German translation disappeared, indicating another issue, that needs to be addressed: translations require as much maintenance as the original version. The educational program on the other hand is available in English, French and Spanish. 



A NEED FOR MORE LANGUAGES?
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Is there a need for adding more languages? 



A NEED FOR MORE LANGUAGES?

INSIDE:

•EN / FR ⇔ can’t close the gap

OUTSIDE - 3 AUDIENCES:

→ Scientific Community: EN

→ Journalists: FR (local) / EN (int), but… 
(EPPCN: pr in advance; frequently insufficient capacity)

→→→→ Public (teachers, visitors, children..): more!
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Considering languages we must distinguish between inside and outside CERN: Because of the recruitment conditions (every person working here must speak English or French and have a basic knowledge of the other language or a strong willingness to acquire it rapidly) English and French are fine for inside CERN, even though there is a gap between the English speaking scientists and the French speaking techniciansOutside CERN we must take a deeper look at the audiences:The Scientific Community is used to English.For the local Journalists French is perfect. The international journalists are used to English – but mistakes might become minimized, if all got the chance, to read and ask in their mother tongue. At the moment you as the EPPCN contacts get press releases in advance to prepare your own PR activities (e.g. translating the press releases); but often there isn’t any capacity to translate them – or as later on seen, translation might confuse. Paradoxically, among the contacts that most frequently produce national versions of CERN pr are the UK and the USA. The 3. audience will be the general public, including the visitors, teachers and children. For them the web is the key entrance to CERN. They do need more languages. 



Visitors
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Looking at the general public: Visitors. CERN tries to have visiting tours in all requested languages. French is on the top, followed by English, German and than Italian.   



Teachers

Poland:     160
Germany:   80
Greece:      80

14 languages
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900 teachers came last year to CERN, participating in the educational program. Poland was most represented (because the Polish Science minister was very engaged to spread CERN’s Teachers’ Program in his country. Followed by Germany and Greece.At the moment work is in progress on developing teachers materials. This will lead to the need for more translations later (Rolf Landua, Head of Teachers Program). 



HOW MANY LANGUAGES?
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Without yet saying what should be translated – just thinking of outreach / outside communication: How many languages would make sense? There are some possibilities:



HOW MANY LANGUAGES?

i.) All 20 member states = 17 languages

⇒ Best community picture
⇒ Looking at other Organizations: ⇒ Looking at other Organizations: 
nearly impossible
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The open spirit of the Organization requires an open door for all member states – which means 17 languages:This approach would give the best community picture, but looking at other Organizations shows that it is nearly impossible to have an up-to-date 17-languages-translations-system.   



HOW MANY LANGUAGES?

ii.) 3 official Council languages:

⇒ already a Council language
⇒ spoken in 3 member states

= some 100 million people
⇒ Germany paying most

⇒ Italy and Spain: we, too! 16

Selet the 3 official Council languages: ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMANThis would contribute the aspects: German is already a Council language German is spoken in 3 member states. Adding German would increase CERN’s reach by some 100 million people in Member States.Germany is the country paying mostThis is the most pragmatic approach, taking resources into account. One more language to reach a further 100 million people in their mother tongue.However, Italy and Spain also have strong arguments for inclusion.



HOW MANY LANGUAGES?

iii.) 5 most important languages at CERN:
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⇒ Italy is disproportional represented 
⇒ Spanish an important world language

⇒ 5 languages representing > 75% 
budget
⇒ key languages spoken inside CERN    
and in the surrounding of host states

Choose the 5 most important languages at CERN:Because:Italy is disproportionally represented both in visitors and in people working at CERN.And Spanish is another world language.These 5 languages represent more than 75 % of the budget. And these are the key languages spoken inside CERN and in the surrounding of the host states.



HOW MANY LANGUAGES?

iv.) …add Polish as language no. 6: 
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⇒ open CERN to Eastern Europe 
⇒ looking at amount of people

If CERN wants to open the podium for the Eastern member states and if you look at the amount of people – add Polish as the 6th language.



HOW MANY LANGUAGES?

v.) Looking at important world languages:

or
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⇒ Non-Member States
⇒ More complicate
⇒ Member States: no!

or

Another idea could be to look at important world languages: Russian, Chinese or Japanese for example.However, these are non-member-state-languages, daily work is more complicate, it would not represent CERN as a “European Organization” and it is surely not the wish of the other Member States, having non-Member-States-languages before their own.



HOW MANY LANGUAGES?

vi.) English and translation machine?
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⇒ sensitive issue
⇒ wouldn’t trust 

My last suggestion would continue publishing online-documents in English and French, or just in English and put a translation machine into the web.�This would be in the vanguard of web technology but translation engines are not as good as human translation – so I would not yet recommend it for sensitive issues like Particle Physics and European Organizations.



HOW MANY LANGUAGES?

iii.) 5 most important languages at CERN!
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⇒ Italy is disproportional represented 
⇒ Spanish is an important world   

language
⇒ 5 languages represent > 75% budget
⇒ Key languages spoken in the

surrounding of host states

( ii.) 3 official Council languages)

⇒ If CERN wants to start with one translation

Balancing everything out I would recommend the 5 key  languages:This is a quite good community picture and a pragmatic way of handling it. If a decision were taken to start only with one further translation, I would recommend adding German for the reasons outlined before.



LANGUAGE PERSONS (LP)

• just for “outside” (outreach/communication) 
⇒ no full-time translator (John Pym, TS)

• determine / hire LP (⇔ EPPCN) inside • determine / hire LP (⇔ EPPCN) inside 
CERN / CG

Job:
• 6 months: to translate / edit key websites / 
key brochures… (“full-time”)
• later: “up-dates” / “important issues”.. (1/2)

…and native supervisors for all other languages 22

However, how to implement these 3 more languages? �Because we need translation only for outside, it wouldn’t fulfill a full-time translator (John Pym, Head of Translation told me.)I would recommend CERN should determine / hire for each selected language a Language Person. In contradiction to EPPCN they should be part of CERN / Communication Group.Their job will be, at first to translate / edit the key websites / key issues in a full-time job (this needs 3 to 6 months).And than just “updates” / important issues” - that will certainly not anymore fulfill a full-time job.I would also recommend “Native Supervisors” for all other languages. LP and Native Supervisors should be part of CERN and should be the direct contact for the EPPCN to prepare their national press activities on individual (national) interest.



WHAT SHOULD BE TRANSLATED?
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Some examples…

What should be translated – some examples:



KEY WEBSITES = 
all public should know about CERN and PP

NEW WEBSITE
WITH CMS
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approx. 
150 pages

Without going into details about what the key web pages might be (this must be done by an information architect) in brief one could say everything should be translated what CERN wants the public to be known about CERN and particle physics. That would be approximately 150 web pages.However, translating the current website www.cern.ch wouldn’t make sense, because the website isn’t built with a content management system, leading to the case, that for every update one has to look through every single page to check that the translated versions of content have also been updated. Impossible to handle.



PRESS RELEASES: 
≈ 15 a year / LP / - errors + captivation
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CERN publishes around 15 press releases a year. With the mentioned Language Persons it should be possible to translate them up-to-date. Translations might encourage deeper engagement and might help to bring the issue into the news. LPs should learn to online the press releases themselves.How important it is to have some in-home translations the next example shows:While CERN announced “LHC to run at 3,5 TeV for early part of 2009…” 



Example of “external translation” 
of the August, 6th press release

“The LHC will run with a 
lower energy of 7 TeV in 
November… The maximum 
possible energy will be 14 
TeV.”
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The German national LHC site (www.weltmaschine.de) talks about a starting energy of 7 TeV. Because they don’t talk about “per beam”. It is confusing and makes it more difficult for CERN to manage a message.



ANNUAL REPORT: 
summaries in more languages!
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Keep the annual report the way it is - EN and FR - but publish summaries in the decided amount of  languages.



MULTIMEDIA:
Captions and videos: 
decided languages.decided languages.

Brochures in all 
member states 
languages
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At the moment captions are only available in English and videos are in a randomized variety of languages. I propose to translate captions and videos in the numbers of languages that are chosen for the web. Brochures should be offered in all Member States languages, because  every state who so-finances CERN might reasonable expect some documents / advertisements in their own language. 



LOOKING AT OTHER ORGANIZATIONS…
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Looking at other Organizations…



http://www.esa.int/esaCP/index.html
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ESA has 18 member states and 18 flags of its member states on the web pages. Clicking on the Swiss flag means choosing between German, French and Italian.  The main web languages is English. ESA has a weekly editorial meeting on which one story (450 words) is selected to be translated in all languages. Besides this every member state can translate more articles themselves. This works sometimes well sometimes poorly. (because of funding problems)



http://ec.europa.eu/research/

23 official languages
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The European Organization (and the European Commission of Research) has 23 official languages – and everyone I asked complains about useless bureaucracy. For practical purpose the key languages in daily work are English, German, French and Spanish. Even the web is in 23 languages - but often just the headings are translated.(fakes: Italian - Novita - (EN).



CONCLUSION:

(No) bureaucracy & wasting time

Expectations: biggest lab & www

Inside: bilingualism as much as possible

Convention? (1-2-3..)

Translation = “outsourced” project (done on request)

Manage a Message / Transport a “feeling” :
Translation = part of communication

International teamwork = advertisement

CERN budget > www (cms) / LP 

Outside!

Missed opportunity: 20th

Next change: Finding Higgs!
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Talking about languages is balancing out: bureaucracy and wasting time for translations nobody willread - and fulfilling the expectations everybody has thinking of CERN as one of the biggest labs in the world and the cradle of the world wide web.Arguing with the convention wouldn’t stay strongly, because CERN has areas with 1 or 3 or even more languages. For inside CERN I would recommend continuing bilingualism as much as possible (being aware of the language gap). For Outside (corporate communication) I would recommend 5 languages. At the moment CERN treats translations in other languages than EN and FR like an “out-sourced” project, done on request: sporadically, honorably and voluntarily. This is in some way a missed opportunity, because if translation is an integral part of communication you can use it, to manage a message, to convey a “feeling” and to establish a branding. The international teamwork atmosphere is besides excellent physics the best advertisement CERN has. In comparison to CERN’s budget the amount of money that is needed to create a new website with a content management system and to have 3 more LP (shortly full-time, afterwards part-time) is modest. It was a missed opportunity not to present a multilingual website at the 20th anniversary of the www. The next chance will be the finding of Higgs Boson, when people around the world are engaged on CERN web pages to find information. Thank you.  


